In most recent free oscillation studies of the earth's interior the effect of absorption upon the eigenperiods of the earth has been ignored. This is equivalent to assuming that the earth is close to perfectly elastic. Since the actual earth is significantly anelastic over seismic frequencies, a frequencydependent correction of the order of 1% must be applied to the normal mode periods in order that models based on those modes may be compared with body wave results. The eigenperiods of an earth model based on uncorrected data, model C2 (Anderson and Hart, 1976a), are adjusted for attenuation and then inverted to determine the resulting overall perturbation in the earth model. The corrected normal mode data as well as the uncorrected data can be fitted by a spherically symmetric earth model. The effect of including the attenuation term is to generally increase seismic velocities, particularly shear velocities, throughout the model. An important consequence of this change is to reduce or eliminate base line discrepancies between body wave results and normal mode results.
INTRODUCTION
Many attempts have been made in recent years to construct average earth models through the inversion of the observed eigenperiods of the earth [Dziewonski and Gilbert, 1972; Jordan and Anderson, 1974; Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Anderson and Hart, 1976a] . These studies have been successful in matching the observed free oscillation periods to a high degree of precision. In all of thes e investigations the effect of attenuation on dispersion was assumed to be second order and was ignored despite objections by Jeffreys [1965] and others that the effect was first order based upon the work of Lomnitz [1957] , Strick [1967] , arid Futterman [1962] . Although the eigenperiods have been fit Well, serious discrepancies occur between the free oscillation models and body wave data, primarily in the form of large travel time base line shifts. Attempts have been made to attribute these base line shifts to continental-oceanic mantle differences extending to great depth [Jordan, 1975] . Recently, the effect of absorption on dispersion has been reexamined and found, over the seismic band, to be first order [Randall, 1976; Liu et al., 1976; ; Kanamori and . In this paper we consider the'effect of correcting the entire spheroidal and toroidal mode set for attenuation on an earth model constructed from uncorrected data, model C2 [Anderson and Hart, 1976a] .
In an earlier paper [Hart et al., 1976] we corrected the observed toroidal eigenperiods of the earth for attenuation.
These data alone were then used to determine a mantle shear velocity structure appropriate for both S waves and for the observed toroidal modes. I n a second paper [Anderson and Hart, 1976b] we examined the effect of correcting the normal modes for absorption upon the necessity for a shear wave low-velo city zone in the upper mantle: That investigation was in response to earlier Criticism by Jeffreys [1965] that such model details based on free oscillations are merely artifacts arising from the neglect of the attenuation effect. We demonstrated that a low-velocity zone was also required by the absorption corrected data. Jeffreys [1965] , Carpenter and Dat;ies [ 1966] , and others also suggested that attenuation might be responsible for the base line discrepancies between free oscillations and body waves. We assume that the Q of the medium is frequency independent and that the observed variation of Q among the modes is due entirely to a variation of absorption with depth [Anderson and Archambeau, 1964] . The possibility of an intrinsic frequency dependence of the medium Q over the seismic band Cannot be dismissed; present data are not adequate to pursue this possibility further. We have also assumed that all absorption in the mantle is due to loSSes in shear; this assumption is consistent with the results of Anderson et al. [1965] . Additionally, in a new study of the distribution of attenuation in the earth we show that dissipation in pure compression cannot be significant in the mantle. These assumptions permit us to express the attenuation correction in a particularly simple form [Liu et al., 1976 
where Ti is the period, Qt-X is the dissipation function, and is the angular frequency, all referring to the ith mode, and o•n is the angular reference frequency. In our investigation we have chosen we to correspond to a period of 1 s. This is approximately the characteristic period of body wave studies and thus allows us to compare directly the present normal mode results to body wave studies. I n this case, 
If the dissipation function Q-X is known for a particular The surface focus compressional travel times in Table 7 ( Table 8 contains Table 9 . The mean PcP residual, relative to the 1968 tables, is less than 0.1 s. In Table 8 
